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Objective-type questions (choose the correct
answers) : 1x5=5

1. Three-fold. axes of symmetry are present in

(a) octahedron
(b) tetrahedron
(c) trigonal bipyramid
(d) All of the above

2. The point group s5rmmetry of the. following
complex 

zcl
H3N-ft-Cl

is HeN

(a) Ta

(b) 'Don :

(c) cz,
(d) Dzn

A15-1 IOO+4OO1245 I ,' .'. , ( Turn Ouer )
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The crystal field stabilization energl for a

da-ion in a weak octaltedral field is

(a) O'4 Ao

(b) 0'6 ao

(c) 0'8 Ao

(d) L'2 Lo

The catalytically important metal in

Ziegler-Natta pol5rmerization is

(a) Rh

(b) Ai

(c) Ti
(d) Pd

5. The metalloprotein which is involved in the

storage of iron in living systems is

(a) ferredoxin

(b) haemoglobin

(c) mYoglobin

(d) ferritin

4.

very

6.

short answer-t5Pe questions :

Why do five coordinate complexes cornmonly

have a structure that is inter'mediate

between trigonal bipyrarnidal and sq1rare

pyramidal geometries?

2x5=1O

A15-1 LOA+4OA 1245 ( Continued ) Al5,-1 r0o+4oo 1245

{pl

1. Which of the following complexes has a larger
crystal field splitting paraqneter?

[Co0'{Hs)o]3* or [Rh0\Hs)o]s*

8. What is the M-M bond in the following
compounds?

(a) Mn2(CO)1s

(b) KrRe2Cl,

9. Identiff A and B in the followi.ng reaction :

Mn(CO)sl- +-C3H5C1->

A+cl- Aorhv ,B+co

10. What is o4yhaemoglobin? What is the
oxidation state of iron in this metalloprotein?

Short answer-type questions (any threeJ : 5x3=15

11. (a) Explain why CO is a strong field ligand
while I- is a weak field ligc.nd.

(b) Write what are normal and inverse
spinels giving examples. With the help
of CFSE calculation, find out which type
of spinel Mn3Oo is. ":
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What is the basis of the lg-electron
rule? What kind of ligand.s form
complexes that tend to follow the
18-electron rule? Why does not V(CO)o
follow this rule, while Co(CO)o dimerize
to obey the rule?

Discuss the applications of organo_
metallic compounds of zinc.

Write a short note on dioxygen toxicity.

Essay-type questions (any three) : 1Ox3=30

(c)

(d)

(e)

72. (a) What are s5rmmetry elements andsymmetry operations? Illustrate allpossible. symmetry elements of an
octahedral complex (MLd with the help
of a diagram. 10

(b) Compare and contrast homogeneous
and heterogeneorrs nqf a1,,.
the role #i:fr:n""i1iJ:"ft:::::
as homogeneous catalysts for
hydrogenation of alkenes by taking
suitable examples. 3+T

(c) What are essential and trace elementsin biological systems? Discuss the. importance of calcium in biolory. S+5

A15-1 LAO++gg124g I Aonttrurca ) 415-1 LOO+4OOl245, 3 (Sem-S) CHM M 4
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Draw the catalYtic cYcle of the

hydroformylation of alkenes in presence

of cobalt carbonyl catalyst and discuss
the reactions involved in various steps.

Give a brief description of molecular
orbital theory as applied to coordination
compounds. Construct a molecular
orbital energr-level diagram for an
octahedral cornplex involving metal-
ligand o-bonds only.
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(d)

(e)
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